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The Economic Impact of Astra in Alameda

INTRODUCTION
The Bay Area tech economy is much more than companies building new software off lines of
code. Advanced manufacturing is also producing rapid employment growth—particularly in the
East Bay, which has seen manufacturing jobs increase by 25% from 2011 to 2019. Several hightech companies are located in the East Bay that are producing innovative new products on a
number of different fronts. Fremont sits at the center of the electric vehicle economy, Emeryville
is well-known for biotech manufacturing, and Oakland is home to leading 3D manufacturing
companies. Alameda is also home to innovation in advanced manufacturing as it is the
headquarters city for a company producing rockets to deliver satellites into space.
Astra, the Alameda Point-based manufacturer of rockets, is a five-year-old company that recently
completed its first commercial orbital launch from Kodiak, Alaska. In Alameda, Astra is rapidly
expanding its capabilities. Since 2017, Astra has worked with regulators to rehabilitate and reuse
the Navy’s defunct jet engine test cells and engine refurbishment spaces, which gives Astra the
ability to design, build, and test its rockets in Alameda. The company now employs approximately
300 individuals, up from approximately 100 in 2020, making the city home to one of the fastestgrowing companies involved in the space economy.
Given Astra’s rapid expansion and its potential to grow employment further on Alameda Point,
it is important to understand the company’s economic impact on the surrounding geography. In
addition to the economic activity taking place within Astra’s walls—i.e., wages paid to employees,
materials and services purchased, and sales made to customers—the company also produces
positive economic effects for the city broadly.

SUMMARY FINDINGS
Using the IMPLAN model (the methodology is explained further at the end of this memo), it is
possible to understand the economic impacts of a company’s operations on a specific geographic
area. For the purposes of this analysis, we calculate Astra’s impacts within the City of Alameda and
Alameda County. The findings from the models, which utilize Astra-provided data from 2021, are
highlighted below and stated in annual terms:
■

Factoring in only its own operations, Astra produces total economic output of $129.7
million and a $58.0 million positive contribution to gross domestic product for the City of
Alameda. For comparison, the City of Alameda’s total gross domestic product contribution in
2019 was $5.8 billion; therefore, Astra accounts for approximately 1% of the city’s economy.
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■

Astra employs a total of 300 people with annual wages paid of $29.5 million.

■

Of Astra’s total employment, 50 employees are residents of Alameda earning total wages
$5.4 million.

■

Astra’s employees and its suppliers produce an additional $1.6 million of economic output in
Alameda and an additional gross domestic product contribution of $1.0 million for Alameda.

■

For every 50 workers employed at Astra that are Alameda residents, an additional 8.1 jobs are
supported in the city annually.

■

Within Alameda County, Astra’s operations support an additional 172.7 jobs (inclusive of the
8.1 supported in the City of Alameda) when the multiplying effects of employee spending
and supplier/vendor spending are counted. Therefore, Astra’s operations produce an
additional 0.5 full-time-equivalent jobs in Alameda County for every one Astra job in the City
of Alameda.
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METHODOLOGY
Economic impact is typically measured through an input-output model that uses national
transaction and labor force data and measures relationships among industries, suppliers, and
customers. To arrive at an economic impact, this report uses an industry-standard economic
modeling tool called IMPLAN. Specifically, IMPLAN utilizes data from the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis’ Input-Output Benchmarks, which allows for analysis of how industries and
investments affect the economy.
IMPLAN does this by tracking each dollar spent in an industry and its ripple of economic effects
until it leaves a given geography. Economic indicators in IMPLAN are defined below:
■

Employment: This measure is presented in full-time equivalent jobs supported. As an
example, two 20-hour per week jobs for an entire year equal one job supported.

■

Labor Income: This measure is the total sum of wages paid during the defined period.

■

GDP Impact: This measure captures the value added of final goods and services delivered
as a result of the initial activity. Value added refers to the difference in value between the
products and services at each stage of production, subtracting the initial labor and capital
costs.

■

Total Output: The measure of total economic activity produced related to the initial
investment, reflecting the total spending by firms, organizations, and households that is made
possible by the initial input. Different from GDP impact, total output captures all transactions
no matter how the dollar is being spent.

IMPLAN categorizes economic impacts in three ways:
■

Direct: Captures the original expenditure—examples include Astra’s wages paid to
employees.

■

Indirect: Encompasses spending that is related to the provision of the original expenditure,
such as expenditures on suppliers or vendors.

■

Induced: Originates from the wages supported by the direct expenditure, such as spending
that occurs through Astra employees on local products and services.
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